
   

 

 

 

Regular court booking terms / Arena Center Myllypuro padel: 

1. The Hirer may put up for sale one’s regular shift but will be liable to pay for it unless the shift is sold to 

other customer. 

2. If the regular shift on sale can be re-rented but if customer, who purchased it, cancels the shift at least 24 

hours prior the shift, the shift will be returned as available for sale to the original regular shift owner.  

3. The Hirer has the right to terminate this contract immediately if Finland Tennis Oy has to increase hourly 

fees.  

4. The Hirer undertakes immediately to pay compensation for the damage caused to Finland Tennis Oy’s 

property by him or by someone who has played during his shift.  

5. Finland Tennis Oy reserves, if necessary, the right to rent the court for other purposes e.g. tournaments 

and team games, in which cases tenant do not have to pay the court fee.  

6. The regular shift at Arena Center Myllypuro's padel court can be paid during the current month as an 

online payment in an online booking system at www.smash.fi under My Reservations (Omat varaukset). 

The shift can also be left for invoicing, in which case a valid invoicing fee is added to the invoice (in 2022 

4,50€). The invoicing period for regular shifts is 1 calendar month. The invoicing date is the first working 

day of the month when all unpaid shifts are invoiced.  

7. The Hirer is obliged to notify Finland Tennis Oy about the incorrect invoice within 7 days.  

8. Regular court shifts are valid according to the opening hours. The Hirer is obliged to find out himself 

about the opening hours e.g. during public holidays. 

9. In the event of illness or injury, the rent fee may be refunded only if the sick leave is at least 4 weeks 

continuously and the Hirer submits the medical certificate to Finland Tennis Oy. 

10. Finland Tennis Oy reserves the right for the price change at the beginning of the season and right to 

refund the pre-paid shift by on-line to a on-line payment balance (not to Hirer’s bank account) if the shift 

has to be cancelled due e.g. pandemia or similar situation which Finland Tennis Oy has not foreseen. 

11. The regular shift shall remain valid until further notice and shall remain valid without renewal for next 

indoor period (from 15th of August each year) until the termination of the contract. However the contract 

is not valid during the summer period. 

12. If the Hirer wishes to terminate the contract in the middle of the period, it must be done in writing 4 

weeks in advance. In summer, the termination for the next indoor period must be done by the end of June. 

The Hirer will be notified starting and ending date of the next period by email. 

13. Finland Tennis Oy reserves the right to terminate the contract within 4 week’s notice 

14. Finland Tennis Oy has a right to terminate this contract immediately without notice if Hirer has unpaid 

shift invoices. The Hirer is liable to pay the full price of the shift. 

15. The minor Hirer is obliged to request the signature of the guardian in the contract. 

 


